
Year 5 Home Learning 

For during school closure 
English Maths Spellings Linked Learning- Topic 

Spend this time reading a good book (or two, or 

more!). Remember it is helpful to discuss what 

you are reading or even think of your own 

comprehension style questions. Please write a 

review in your home learning books for all of the 

books you manage to finish!  

 

Reading Comprehension Sheets 

Complete the sheets that you have taken home 

on the following topics: 

- Space 

- Life Cycles 

 

Spelling, Punctuation & Grammar 

Log on to SPAG.COM and complete the 

tasks/tests that have been set on there.  

MyMaths Activities 

Log in to My Maths and 

complete the activities 

that have been set for 

you. 

 

Times Tables 

Log in to Times Table 

Rock Stars and practise 

the tables set in ‘garage’ 

and ‘arena’. 

Use the Year 5/6 

word list that was 

sent home with you 

(and can be found 

below) to practise 

the spelling of these 

words and other 

words that follow 

the same 

rules/patterns.  

During the summer term our linked learning 

topic will be ‘H2O’.  

 

To help prepare you for this topic, I would 

like you to research the water cycle.  

 

I want you to show and explain the water 

cycle in whatever way you feel appropriate. 

You could do this as a presentation, using 

poetry, making a model or by designing a 

poster. But these are just a few ideas you 

can let your imagination run wild! 

 

Additional Information 

As you can see, there is a lot of home learning for you to get stuck into. It is not compulsory to complete it all, but all of these tasks will help with 

your learning and help prepare you for your return to school.  

If you have any queries about the home learning, or if you are unable to log on to any websites, please email me via the school office. I will try to 

respond as quickly as possible and help as much as I can. Thank you, Miss Stocks 

 

 

 

 

 



 


